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A �nite volume sheme for the transportof radionuleides in porous mediaE. Ch�enier, R. Eymard and X. NiolasUniversit�e de Marne-la-Vall�ee �Abstrat. This paper presents the use of a �nite volume sheme for the simulationof the COUPLEX1 Test ase. We �rst show that the results of the simulation anbe mainly predited thanks to an analysis of the data. We then give the formulationof a �nite volume sheme, yielding aurate and stable results for a low omputa-tional ost. We �nally present some of the numerial results, omparing the expliitMUSCL sheme and the impliit sheme with variable upwinding aording to theloal di�usion.Keywords: COUPLEX1, �nite volume sheme, variable P�elet numberAMS Subjet Classi�ations:: 35K65, 35K55
1. IntrodutionThe COUPLEX-1 Test ase (ANDRA, 2001) is a benhmark of numer-ial tehniques designed for the simulation of the transport of ontami-nants by the water owing through a porous medium. Sine the goal ismore to ompare numerial methods than to improve the engineeringstudy, the geologial on�guration is simpli�ed in a four-layer ross-setion. Nevertheless, within the framework of an engineering study,the numerial results are neessarily ompared to simple alulationswithout a omputer, even under oarse approximations. Thus we �rstpresent in Setion 2 an approximate analysis whih gives some india-tions on the qualitative results whih an be a priori expeted from thedata of the problem. We seondly give, in Setion 3, a short disussionon the appropriate numerial shemes. We then present in Setion 4some of the numerial results whih have been obtained using, on theone hand, an expliit MUSCL sheme for the transport part of theproblem, on the other hand, an impliit sheme with variable upwindingaording to the loal di�usion.� Laboratoire d'Etude des Transferts d'Energie et de Mati�ere, UMLV(http://www-letem.univ-mlv.fr) 5, boulevard Desartes - Champs-sur-Marne -77454 Marne-la-Vall�ee Cedex 2, FRANCE 2002 Kluwer Aademi Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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2 E. Ch�enier, R. Eymard and X. Niolas2. Approximate analytial studyWe �rst begin with a global study of the problem, mainly using handalulations. Suh a proedure is ommonly followed in industrial on-texts. The data are realled, for the sake of ompleteness, in the ap-pendix of this paper.2.1. Charateristis of the veloity fieldSine the geologial desription of the domain redues to two highlypermeable thik layers (limestone and dogger) separated by two weaklypermeable thin layers (marl and lay), (see �gure 1) the hydrauli head�eld an be approximately evaluated using the volumi ow onserva-tion in a 1D medium for eah of the permeable layers:� this yields a onstant head gradient in the dogger layer, leading toa linearly dereasing head from the bottom right vertial boundary tothe bottom left vertial boundary,� this also yields the following equation for the hydrauli head in thelimestone layer (sine the lower boundary of this layer is tilted, the areaof the vertial setions is given by a linear funtion of the horizontalposition x) �300 � 300� 24525000 x� �H�x = onstant; (1)with x = 0 at the left boundary and x = 25000 m at the right bound-ary. Therefore a logarithmi head pro�le is available in the limestonelayer, dereasing from the right to the left.
Figure 1. A priori ontour levels of the piezometri headIt yields the following values for the hydrauli head in the doggerlayer: H(x) = 286 + 289� 28625000 x; (2)
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A �nite volume sheme for the transport of radionuleides 3also available at the bottom horizontal boundary of the lay layer,and H(x) = 200 + 110ln(245=300) ln�1� 300� 245300 � 25000 x� : (3)in the limestone layer, also available at the top tilted boundary ofthe lay layer.Therefore, using equations (2) and (3), the piezometri head H isexpeted to be approximately equal to Hb�l = 288:2 m at the bottomboundary of the lay layer and Ht�l = 278:9 m at the top boundaryof the lay layer at the level of the left side of the repository (x =18440 m). In the same way, the piezometri head approximately equalsHb�r = 288:6 m at the bottom boundary and Ht�r = 294:0 m atthe top boundary of the lay layer at the level of the right side of therepository (x = 21680 m).Sine the vertial dimension of the domain is muh smaller thanthe horizontal one, the vertial ow will predominate in the lay layer,and the Dary veloity an therefore be omputed using the di�ereneof pressure between the top boundary and the bottom boundary ona vertial line. Thus, the hange of sign of this di�erene along therepository on�rms that its loation has been hosen suh that theveloity �eld vanishes at the level of the repository.Taking this result into aount and sine the thikness of the laylayer varies between 135:6 m and 142:7 m at the level of the repository,the maximum upward veloity at the left side of the repository isabout umax�l = �3:15 � 10�6 278:9�288:2135:6 ' 2:2 � 10�7 m=year andthe maximum downward veloity at its right side is about umax�r =�3:15� 10�6 294:0�288:6142:7 ' �1:2� 10�7 m=year.The x-oordinate at whih the vertial pressure gradient in thelay is vanishing is then given by x = 18440 + (21680 � 18440) �2:22:2+1:2 ' 20500 m. The auray of this value should be disussed, sinea small unertainty on the piezometri head leads to a more importantunertainty on this position.2.2. Charateristi times for the iodine transportFrom the previous values of piezometri heads (Hb�l and Ht�l) andveloities (umax�l and umax�r), one an guess di�erent harateristitime values:� let dt = 85:6 m be the shorter distane between the repositoryand the top boundary of the lay layer; the onvetive time of iodine
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4 E. Ch�enier, R. Eymard and X. Niolasto this boundary is �tonv�t�i = !iRidtjumax�lj , whih is about 10�3�1�85:62:2�10�7 =3:9� 105 years;� let db = 44 m be the distane between the repository and thebottom boundary of the lay layer; the onvetive time of iodine tothis boundary is �tonv�b�i = !iRidbjumax�rj , whih is about 10�3�1�441:2�10�7 =3:6� 105 years;� the di�usion time in the lay layer alulated from the repositoryto the top boundary is about �tdiff�t�i = !iRid2tDi = 10�3�1�85:629:5�10�7 =7:7� 106 years;� the di�usion time in the lay layer alulated from the repositoryto the bottom boundary is about �tdiff�b�i = !iRid2bDi = 10�3�1�4429:5�10�7 =2:0� 106 years;� the onvetive time in the dogger layer from the repository tothe left bottom boundary of the omputational domain (distane dl =18440 m) is about �tonv�dog�i = !iRidlKdogrH = 0:1�1�1844025:2�(288:2�286)=18440 =6:1� 105 years;� the onvetive time in the limestone layer from the repository tothe left middle boundary of the omputational domain (distane dl =18440 m) is about �tonv�lim�i = !iRidlKlimrH = 0:1�1�184406:3�(278:9�200)=18440 =6:8� 104 years.This �rst estimation of the harateristi times of the iodine trans-port in the lay layer shows that �tdiff�t�i > �tdiff�b�i > �tonv�t�i >�tonv�b�i. Therefore, in this layer, the di�usive transport is slowerthan the onvetive transport and iodine reahes the bottom bound-ary of the lay layer before the top boundary. Furthermore, sine theharateristi times in the lay layer and the onvetive times in thelimestone and dogger layers are muh smaller than the half life of iodine(1:57�107 years), nearly the full amount of the iodine whih will reahthe limestone and dogger layers will propagate until the left boundary ofthe omputational domain, before the deay of the iodine radioativitybegins.2.3. Charateristi times for the plutonium transportThe harateristi time values for plutonium are quite di�erent:� the onvetive time of plutonium to the top boundary of the laylayer is about �tonv�t�p = !pRpdtumax�l = 0:2�105�85:62:2�10�7 = 7:8� 1012 years;� the onvetive time of plutonium to the bottom boundary ofthe lay layer is about �tonv�b�p = !pRpdbumax�r = 0:2�105�441:2�10�7 = 7:3 �1012 years;
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A �nite volume sheme for the transport of radionuleides 5� the di�usion time of plutonium in the lay layer alulated fromthe repository to the top boundary is about �tdiff�t�p = !pRpd2tDp =0:2�105�85:624:4�10�4 = 3:3� 1011 years;� the di�usion time of plutonium in the lay layer alulated fromthe repository to the bottom boundary is about �tdiff�b�p = !pRpd2bDp =0:2�105�4424:4�10�4 = 8:8� 1010 years;Therefore, the onvetive times, di�usive times and half life time(3:76�105 years) of plutonium are very di�erent. The main mehanismis therefore the deay of plutonium before it is onveted or di�used. Nosigni�ative amount of radioative plutonium an reah the boundariesof the lay layer.2.4. Conlusion of this first surveyWe have been able to give oarse preditions of the amount of radionu-leides whih reahes the left boundary of the domain, using only verysimple alulations. This is mainly due to the fat that the data arehere very simple, ompared to realisti ones. However, from our pointof view, suh a proedure must always take plae before any numerialstudy, beause it gives the physial key points whih help to validatethe numerial results. 3. Numerial shemesThe following analysis of the required numerial shemes an be made.� The problem is a onvetion-di�usion problem with a heteroge-neous anisotropi di�usion matrix (due to the expression of the disper-sion matrix). Therefore some advantages an be drawn from a P1-�niteelement formulation (linear �elds on triangles), viewed as a �nite vol-ume method on the dual mesh (given by orthogonal bissetors) for theonvetion terms (Eymard, Gallou�et, Herbin, 2000).� The high ratio between the horizontal and the vertial dimensionsimplies to use meshes designed for this purpose.� The dispersion terms are in ompetition with the numerial di�u-sion provided by the �rst order upstream weighted �nite volume shemefor the onvetion term (a entered sheme annot be used everywherebeause of the onstrast between the di�erent rok properties withinthe domain). The low vertial size of the dispersion matrix implies thatthis term an be aurately handled in the vertial diretion, but thatit is neessarily partly inreased in the horizontal diretion.
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6 E. Ch�enier, R. Eymard and X. NiolasWe have therefore used the following shemes. A P1-�nite elementsheme is used to solve the equation�div �rH = 0; (4)in whih we denote by � isotropi heterogeneous value of the per-meability. We write this sheme as follows� XL2NK TKL(HL �HK) = 0; (5)where K is a vertex of the mesh, and NK is the set of the vertiesof all triangles having K as a vertex (see �gure 2, left).
K

N  = {     }K

K

Figure 2. Triangular mesh: neighbours of a vertex (left), dual mesh (right).In equation (5), we denote by TKL the term of the rigidity matrix,given by TKL = � Z
r'K(x) � �(x)r'L(x)dx; (6)denoting by 'K the P1 basis funtion, whih is linear in eah tri-angle, ontinuous, whose value is 1 at the vertex K and 0 at all theother verties. As we remarked above, ru (and therefore of D(ru)) isonstant in eah triangle. Note that the P1 �nite element sheme analso be seen as a �nite volume sheme on the dual mesh: see �gure 2(right), whih shows the Vorono�� mesh related to the triangular meshof �gure 2 (left).We an now write, in the same way, a �nite volume sheme for theonentrations, setting the volumi ow between two ontrol volumesaround verties K and L byQK;L = TKL(HK �HL) (7)and setting initial values for onentrations(0)K = 0: (8)
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A �nite volume sheme for the transport of radionuleides 7The sheme writes, at a given time step n,!KmK h((n+1)K � (n)K )=�t + �(n+1)K i +XL2NK " (m)K;LQ+K;L � (m)L;KQ+L;K�DKL((m)L � (m)K ) # = f (n)K (9)where the di�usive oeÆient DKL is given using the dispersionmatrix by DKL = � Z
r'K(x)D(rH)(x)r'L(x)dx: (10)In (9), mK is the area of the ontrol volume K around the vertex K(it is in fat taken as 1=3 of the areas of all the neighbouring triangles),!K gathers the e�ets of the e�etive porosity and of the retardationfator, f (n)K denotes the soure term, and in (10), D(rH)(x) denotesthe dispersion matrix in the domain as a funtion of the approximategradient of hydrauli head. An expliite sheme is obtained withm = n(the time step �t is then bounded to respet a CFL value: this boundis approximately 77 years for the mesh whih is used below) and animpliite one is given by m = n + 1 (in this ase, the time step �t isajusted along the simulation to yield maximum variations of onen-tration equal to 10�4). We now have to de�ne the way of omputingthe values of the interfae onentration (m)K;L used in (9).� In the expliite ase we use a MUSCL sheme. We �rst omputean approximate value for r(n) in all the ontrol volumes around theverties. We then limit this gradient in order to obtain that all thevalues (m)K;L = (n)K + 12 ~r(n)K � ~KL (11)be between (n)K and (n)L , for any pair of verties of the same triangle(in (11), we denote by ~r(n)K the limited gradient).� In the impliite ase, the following upwinding sheme an be used:(m)K;L = (n+1)K : (12)Sheme (12) will be referred, in the following, as the \upwinding" im-pliit sheme. Taking into aount some disussions during the CouplexWorkshop, we introdued the sheme(m)K;L = (1� �K;L)(n+1)K + �K;L(n+1)L ; (13)for all pairs K;L of neighbouring verties. In (13), �K;L is given by
letemn.tex; 25/07/2002; 17:39; p.7



8 E. Ch�enier, R. Eymard and X. NiolasQ+K;L�K;L = min�DKL; 12Q+K;L� (14)Sheme (13)-(14) thus only adds the minimum needed numerialdi�usion for the stability of the sheme (whih thus satis�es a onditionon the loal P�elet number). Note that (13)-(14) an even add somedi�usion if DKL < 0 (whih an our with a non diagonal dispersionmatrix), yielding a strong respet of the loal maximum priniple. Thissheme will be referred, in the following, as the \entered" impliitsheme.Using a diret Gauss band solver for all linear systems, we haveobtained the following run times on a PC omputer (lok frequeny500 MHz):� using the impliit sheme, the run-times have been of about 1 hourand 10 minutes for 23906 verties,� a 5 hours omputing time has been neessary for the MUSCLexpliit sheme on the same grid.4. Numerial resultsWe present hereafter the main results onerning the piezometri head�eld and the Iodine transport (in agreement with setion 2, the Pluto-nium transport is not numerially signi�ant).4.1. Numerial results: the piezometri head fieldFigure 3 shows the grid used, and ontour levels for the piezometrihead (a value equal to 180 m is given at the upper left orner, thenthe ontour levels 196, 212, 228, 244, 260, from 276 to 292 with step 1,308, 324 m are shown from the left to the right, and a value equal to340 m is given at the upper right orner).The obtained values of H are very losed to that whih have beengiven in Setion 2 in the limestone and dogger layers (the di�erenewith equations (2) and (3) being lower that 1:5 m).4.2. Numerial results for Iodine transportThere is no ontour levels at time = 200 years. The ontour levels = 10�12; 10�10; 10�8; 10�6; 10�4 for the times 10110, 50110, 106, 107yearswithin the three shemes (expliite, upwinding impliite, enteredimpliite) are given in Figures 4 to 7 (dereasing from the repositoryto the boundary of the domain). The expliit MUSCL sheme and the
letemn.tex; 25/07/2002; 17:39; p.8



A �nite volume sheme for the transport of radionuleides 9

Figure 3. Contour levels of the piezometri head.entered impliit sheme seem to be less di�usive than the upwindingimpliit sheme.
Figure 4. Contour levels of iodine onentration at time 10110 years (expliitMUSCL (left), upwinding impliit (middle) and entered impliit (right))
Figure 5. Contour levels of iodine onentration at time 50110 years (expliitMUSCL (left), upwinding impliit (middle) and entered impliit (right))In Figure 8, we have shown separately the four umulative Iodineamounts obtained by integration of the uxes with respet to time(from the lay layer to the limestone and dogger layers, aross the top
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10 E. Ch�enier, R. Eymard and X. Niolas
Figure 6. Contour levels of iodine onentration at time 106 years (expliit MUSCL(left), upwinding impliit (middle) and entered impliit (right))

Figure 7. Contour levels of iodine onentration at time 107 years (expliit MUSCL(left), impliit upwinding upwinding impliit (middle) and entered impliit (right))

and bottom left boundaries), in order to hek the qualitative resultsbased on the harateristi times. The obtained results thus appear tobe in full agreement with the �rst survey of the problem.
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A �nite volume sheme for the transport of radionuleides 11
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Figure 8. Cumulative Iodine amount5. Conluding remarksOn the COUPLEX-1 Test ase, a �rst hand omputation survey ofthe problem an give the essential results: nearly all the iodine reahesthe left boundary, and nearly no amount of plutonium an reah theboundaries of the lay layer. This shows that if the main point ofengineering studies is the unertainties evaluations, simple analytialmodels must also be used for the evaluation of the mass transfers.A more aurate is nevertheless usefull. For this purpose, the �nitevolume sheme that we have used here appear to be eÆient, stableand heap. However, COUPLEX-1 problem has been arefully designedin order that the mathematial aspets were well posed. This an bedi�erent with more realisti data.ReferenesANDRA: http://www.andra.fr/ouplex/.Eymard, R., Gallou�et, T., Herbin, R.: `Finite Volume Methods', Handbook ofNumerial Analysis, P.G. Ciarlet and J.L. Lions. eds., VII pp 723{1020, 2000.
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12 E. Ch�enier, R. Eymard and X. NiolasAppendix: Data of the Couplex1 Test as
COUPLEX1 Test Case

Nuclear Waste Disposal Far Field Simulation

January 25, 2001

Abstract

This first COUPLEX test case is to compute a simplified Far Field model used in nu-
clear waste management simulation. From the mathematical point of view the problem is of
convection diffusion type but the parameters are highly varying from one layer to another.
Another particularity is the very concentrated nature of the source, both in space and in time.

1 Introduction

The repository lies at a depth of 450m (meters) inside a clay layer which has above it a layer of
limestone and a layer of marl and below it is a layer of dogger limestone. Water flows slowly
(creeping flow) through these porous media and convects the radioactive materials once the con-
tainers leak; there is also a dilution effect which in mathematical terms is similar to diffusion.
The problem has two main difficulties:

1. The radioactive elements leak from the containers, into the clay, over a period that is small
compared with the millions of years over which convection and diffusion are active.

2. The convection and diffusion constants are very different from one layer to another; for
instance, in the clay layer there is almost no convection while, in the other layers, diffusion
and convection are both important.

2 The Geometry

In this first test case, the computation is restricted to a 2D section of the disposal site. Thus,
the computational domain is in a rectangleO = (0; 25000)� (0; 695) in meters. The layers of
dogger, clay, limestone, and marl are located as follows (with the origin taken at the bottom left
corner of the rectangle):� dogger0 < z < 200

1

� clay lies between the horizontal linez = 200 and the line from(0; 295) to (25000; 350)� limestone lies between the line from(0; 295) to (25000; 350) and the horizontal linez =595� marl595 < z < 695.

The repository, denoted byR, is modeled by a uniform rectangular source in the clay layer:R = f(x; z) 2 (18440; 21680)� (244; 250)g
The geometry is summarized on figure 1 below. For this domain the computation should be
carried fort 2 (0; T ) with T = 107 years.
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Figure 1:Geometry of computational domain

3 The Flow

It is assumed that all rock layers are saturated with water and that boundary loads are stationary
so that the flow is independent of time. Darcy’s law gives the velocityu in terms of the hydro-
dynamic loadH = P=�g + z: u = �KrH (1)

2

where the permeability tensorK, assumed constant in each layer is given in Table 1,P is the
pressure andg is Newton’s constant. Conservation of mass (r � (�u) = 0, with the density�
assumed constant) implies that r � (KrH) = 0 in O (2)

Marl Limestone Clay DoggerK (m/year) 3.1536e-5 6.3072 3.1536e-6 25.2288

Table 1:Permeability tensor in the four rock layers

On the boundary, conditions are:H = 289 onf25000g � (0; 200);H = 310 onf25000g � (350; 595);H = 180 + 160x=25000 on (0; 25000)� f695g;H = 200 onf0g � (295; 595);H = 286 onf0g � (0; 200);�H�n = 0 elsewhere.

4 The Radioactive Elements

We are considering two species of particular interest, Iodine 129 and Plutonium 242. Both escape
from the repository cave into the water and their concentrationsCi; i = 1; 2 is given by two
independent convection-diffusion equations:Ri!(�Ci�t + �iCi)�r � (DirCi) + u � rCi = fi in O � (0; T ) i = 1; 2: (3)

where� Ri is the latency Retardation factor, with value 1 for129I, 105 for 242Pu in the clay and 1
elsewhere for both Iodine and Plutonium;� the effective porosity!, is equal to 0.001 for129I, 0.2 for 242Pu in the clay layer and 0.1
elsewhere for both;� �i = log 2=Ti with Ti being the half life time of the element :1:57 107 for 129I, 3:76 105
for 242Pu (in years);� The effective diffusion/dispersion tensorsDi for any speciesi = 1; 2 depend on the Darcy
velocity as follows: Di = deiI + juj [�liE(u) + �ti(I � E(u))℄

3

with Ekj(u) = ukujjuj2 :
and with the coefficients, assumed constant in each layer, given in Table 2 below.129I 242Pude1(m2/year) �L(m) �T (m) de2(m2/year) �L(m) �T (m)

Dogger 5.0e-4 50 1 5.0e-4 50 1
Clay 9.48e-7 0 0 4.42e-4 0 0
Limestone 5.0e-4 50 1 5.0e-4 50 1
Marl 5.0e-4 0 0 5.0e-4 0 0

Table 2:Diffusion/dispersion coefficients for the radioactive elements in the 4 layers

In this test case, the values of the source termsfi; (i = 1; 2) in the repositoryR are given
in tabulated form in separately provided data files. The source terms are assumed to be spatially
uniformly spread out in all the repositoryR. It is assumed that there is no source outside the
repository (fi; (i = 1; 2) in On �R). The dependence in time is shown on figure 2, for illustrative
purposes. The structure of the data file is described in appendix A.
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Figure 2:Release of Iodine and Plutonium as a function of time

4.1 Initial and Boundary Conditions

We call time zero the time when the containers begin to leak and the radioactive elements to
spread, hence the initial values of the concentrationCi are zero at time zero.

4

Boundary conditions for the transport of any nuclidei = 1; 2 are�Ci�n = 0 onf0g � (295; 595)�Ci�n = 0 onf0g � (0; 200)DirCi � n� Ciu � n = 0 on (0; 25000)� f0gCi = 0 elsewhere on the boundary.

wheren is the outward normal to the vertical linef0g � f0; 695g
5 Output requirements

The following output quantities are expected from the simulations(both tables and graphical
representations):� Contour levels ofCi at times 200, 10110, 50110,106, 107 years (the following level values

should be used:10�12; 10�10; 10�8; 10�6; 10�4);� Pressure field (10 values uniformly distributed between180 and340;� Darcy velocity field, along the 3 vertical lines given byx = 50, x = 12500, x = 20000,
using 100 points along each line;� Places where the Darcy velocity is zero;� Cumulative total flux through the top and the bottom clay layer boundaries, as a function
of time;� Cumulative total fluxes through the left boundaries of the dogger and limestone layers;� The discretization grid of the domains and the time steppingused in the simulations should
also be given.

A Descritpion of the data file

The filesource.dat contains data needed to compute the source termfi in eq. (3). These
data come from a Near Field computation. The file has 212 lines, and each line contains three
numberstp; ~f p1 ; ~f p2 ; p = 1; : : : 212, wheretp is the time, and the source termfi(tp) is related to~f pi by: fi(tp) = ~f pi =S, whereS is the surface of the repository.

The timestp are in years, and the numbers~f pi are in units of mole=year.
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